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a b s t r a c t

This paper considers digital video transport over Optical Burst Switched networks where
burst losses cause data loss from one or more adjacent video frames. Analytical
approximations for the frame losses and video playback interruptions are derived and
validated using simulations. Both parameters require a very limited and static amount of
data about the video on the user side and some quality of service metrics about the
network to quantify the quality of the received video. The results take into account
the strong dependency in the video traffic structure due to the coding mechanisms. The
critical effect of video coding parameters is also revealed. The paper also presents a Traffic
Engineering procedure to select the best parameters for the edge node and the video
codec to meet a given video quality level on the user side.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Internet video was 40% of consumer Internet traffic in
2011 and it is expected to rise to more than 60% by the end
of 2015 [1]. Therefore, high-speed optical switching back-
bones will be necessary for video content delivery [2,3].

Video traffic is bursty. It generates large periodic data
bursts (inter-frame time Tif). An Optical Circuit Switching
(OCS) technology is no efficient for the individual trans-
port of video frames due to the cost of creating and
destroying the optical path for each one. Therefore, the
path would last for the whole video duration, including
the periods of time when the source does not generate
traffic, resulting in an inefficient use of the optical
bandwidth.

The biggest problems of Optical Packet Switching (OPS)
are the lack of optical RAM, needed for buffering packets
during contention periods, and the need of very high
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switching rates. These needs are amplified in the case of
bursty traffic like video, where the number of short optical
packets competing for the same backbone network resources
can vary significantly.

Optical Burst Switching (OBS) is an intermediate solu-
tion. In OBS, electronic packets are aggregated into large
bursts and these bursts are routed and switched through
the optical network as independent optical packets. The
optical path is established for each burst using one way
reservation, lessening the burden of circuit establishment
times, and there is no need of very high switching rates as
the optical packets are large.

There are various proposals of hybrid switching archi-
tectures [2,4,5] that can be used to transport video traffic
instead of using ‘standard’ OBS. Some of these proposals
combine OBS with other switching technologies and they
can use the results and conclusions from this paper to
improve the received video quality. For example, in an
OCSþOBS hybrid network like HOS [6], the video usually
will be transported by OCS to ensure perfect delivery.
When the OCS network does not have a source–destina-
tion path available or when the available path does not
have enough bandwidth, the whole video flow should be
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discarded or the OBS network should be used for its
transport. In this case, the results from this paper can be
used to compute the received video quality depending on
the OBS network configuration or to choose the OBS
parameters to obtain a minimum acceptable video quality.

An Optical Burst Switched (OBS) network [7] is con-
sidered in this paper because of the potential it offers for
the core of future ISP networks. Edge nodes to an OBS
network aggregate input traffic into bursts. The most
frequently used OBS burst formation mechanism (a.k.a.
burstifiers) in the literature is timer-based [8]. A timer of
value Tout is started on the arrival of a packet to an empty
burst formation queue. When the timer expires, the burst
is scheduled for transmission on the output port. These
bursts use an all-optical data plane from the ingress to
egress node where they are disassembled into their con-
tained packets.

For efficient network transport, video flows are com-
pressed, mainly using encoders from the MPEG family [9]
or proprietary (but similar in concept) encoders [10].
Given the widespread use of these encoders throughout
the industry and reaching millions of user devices, they
will most likely remain popular for the foreseeable future.

The coding process in MPEG standards takes advantage
of similarities in frames close in time to produce smaller
compressed frames. Therefore, the decoding process for
most video frames requires previously decoded frames,
and the loss of one frame prevents the correct decoding of
the following frames [11]. The packet aggregation proce-
dure used on OBS creates bursts that could often contain
packets from several contiguous video frames, therefore
producing bursty losses of packets and frames in the video
flow. The loss of a few consecutive frames could create a
large gap in video playback, presenting a serious negative
impact on the quality experienced by the user.

A video provider needs to be able to observe and react
quickly to these quality problems, optimally before the
user perceives them. The concept of Quality of Experience
(QoE) emerged from this identified need. ITU-T defines
QoE [12] as “The overall acceptability of an application or
service, as perceived subjectively by the end-user”. QoE
includes all the end-to-end system effects (e.g., client,
terminal, network, services infrastructure), and the overall
acceptability may be influenced by the user's expectations
and context.

Subjective quality metrics are concerned with how video
is perceived by a user. Metric tests are expensive in terms
of time (preparation and running) and human resources
because they must collect user opinions on video quality.
Objective quality metrics are mathematical models that
approximate the results of subjective quality assessment
but are based on metrics that can be measured objectively
and automatically evaluated by a computer program.

Objective quality metrics are categorized based on
the availability of the original video signal [13]. In full
reference (FR) metrics, the entire original video signal is
available. In reduced reference (RR) metrics, only some of
the information of the original video is available. In no
reference (NR) metrics, the original video is completely
unavailable. The signal received by the user is assumed to
be available for the three metrics.
FR metrics require the original and the received video
to be available together at some point. RR metrics require
the computation and centralization of some structural
parameters from the original and the received video.
NR metrics can be computed at the user side based only
on the received video. Therefore, NR metrics are the
easiest to implement and use for Traffic Engineering in a
real video distribution network. This paper analyses two
NR metrics mathematically and by simulation.

Popular NR metrics are based on network losses and
their effects on the decoding procedure. Due to the
bufferless nature of the OBS optical switches, output port
contention results in drops of bursts. The proportion of
lost packets is a Quality of Service (QoS) metric about the
transport network, but according to the definition given
above, it cannot be considered a QoE metric. The propor-
tion of lost frames, named the Frame Loss Ratio (FLR), is
closer to what is expected of a QoE metric but is rather a
QoS on the application level metric because it does not
include the frames that are not lost but have not been able
to be decoded and displayed to the user. The proportion of
frames that could not be decoded and displayed can be
considered a QoE metric [14]. This proportion is called the
Frame Starvation Ratio (FSR) and its complementary, the
Decodable Frame Rate (Q), was proposed in [15]. It was
assumed that direct frame losses are mutually indepen-
dent, but this assumption cannot be taken in network
scenarios with bursty losses, where usually more than one
adjacent frame is lost with high probability.

User perception is affected not only by the number of
non-displayed frames but also by their grouping in time.
This grouping is reflected in the length of the video
playback interruptions or cuts. Experimental measure-
ments [16] have shown that video playback interruptions
of 200 ms are certainly visible to the user. Even video cuts
of only 80 ms may be visible. OBS losses are bursty, so cuts
of that length or larger can be frequently generated.
Therefore, it is important to analytically describe the
relationship between the OBS parameters (e.g., timer,
multiplexation level) and the video playback interruption
lengths.

The experimental measurements in [16] showed that
users seem to be more annoyed by several short video
playback interruptions than by one single video playback
interruption of the same duration, and they are more
annoyed when the video playback interruptions are of
different lengths than when they are of the same duration.
Therefore, both the number of non-displayed frames and
the video playback interruption lengths must be taken into
account for video quality evaluation.

In this paper, quality metrics that depend on network
parameters are analytically derived for network scenarios
with bursty losses. The results allow simple quality pre-
diction for the design and tuning of video distribution
networks. Previous works have studied the transport of
video over OBS networks [17–19], but none of them have
derived analytically the relationship between the network
OBS parameters (e.g., timer, loss ratio) and the degradation
of video quality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the two proposed network scenarios for the
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transport of video over an OBS network without and with
the multiplexation of videos. Section 3 introduces some
important parameters of encoded video. Sections 4 and 5
present the analytical study of the two proposed scenarios.
Section 6 presents the validation of these analytical
equations. Section 7 shows the contribution of some codec
parameters to the quality degradation caused by the net-
work. Section 8 presents a Traffic Engineering procedure
for tuning the burstification process to meet a given
quality level. Finally, Section 9 concludes this paper.
2. Network scenario

Video servers usually send all packets from a frame
back-to-back. These packets will arrive at the edge node
burstifier at approximately the same time. In an OBS
network with timer-based burstifiers, if a packet from a
frame gets into a burst, we assume that the rest of the
packets from the frame do so as well. Therefore, by using
a timer-based burstifier, bursts will contain one or more
whole frames. Inside the OBS network, due to the buffer-
less nature of the optical switches, output port contention
results in the drop of bursts. The loss of one of these bursts
(due to output port contention or bit errors) results in a
number of lost and non-decodable video frames.

Fig. 1 shows the scenarios under study. In the first
scenario, each video flow uses an independent burstifier
not shared with other videos. Several frames from the
same video could be aggregated into the same burst. In the
second scenario, all the video flows from the same ingress
node that address the same egress point are aggregated
into the same burst formation buffer with timer Tout.

The analytical results presented in this paper also apply
to any other network technology where video frame losses
could take place in bursts. For example, Digital Video
Broadcasting-Handheld (DVB-H) [20] technology can pre-
sent this behaviour. DVB-H is a technical specification for
bringing broadcast services to battery-powered handheld
devices. In DVB-H, data packets are transmitted as bursts
in small time slots at the channel bit rate (greater than the
original flow bit rate). A timer-based burstification process
similar to the one used on OBS could be employed. Thus,
the results for lost frames and video playback interrup-
tions obtained for OBS will be valid for a DVB-H environ-
ment with this burstification process.
Fig. 1. OBS network scenario under study: timer-based burstifiers with
one or more video flows.
3. Video codification

MPEG is standardized in a joint effort by ISO and ITU.
MPEG does not standardize the encoder/decoder, but it
standardizes the encoded video bit stream that the enco-
der/decoder exchanges.

The MPEG standards define three types of video frames
[21]: intra-coded frames (I-frames), inter-coded or pre-
dicted frames (P-frames) and bidirectional coded frames
(B-frames). I-frames can be decoded on their own. P- and
B-frames hold only the changes in the image from the
reference frames, thus improving the video compression
rates. P-frames have only one reference frame, the pre-
vious I- or P-frame. In MPEG-2 Part 2 (H.262) [22], MPEG-4
Part 2 [23] and MPEG-4 Part 10 (MPEG-4 AVC or H.264)
[24], B-frames have two reference frames, the previous I-
or P-frame and the following one of either type. Optionally,
B-frames from H.264 can have up to 16 reference frames,
located before or after the B-frame, and even B-frames can
be reference frames for other B-frames.

In this paper, videos that have “classic” B-frames will be
studied, i.e., B-frames depending only on the previous and
following I- or P-frames of either type.

I-, P- and B-frames are grouped into GoPs (Groups of
Pictures). A GoP is a sequence of frames beginning with an
I-frame up to the frame before the next I-frame. The GoP
structure is the pattern of I-, P- and B-frames used inside
every GoP. A regular GoP structure is usually described as
GxBy, where x is the number of frames in the GoP and y is
the number of contiguous B-frames. For example, the GoP
structure could be G12B2 or IBBPBBPBBPBB. A GoP has
GP ¼ ⌊ðx−1Þ=ðyþ1Þ⌋ P-frames and GB ¼ x−1−GP B-frames
divided into blocks of y frames. Different GoP sizes and
structures, and even changes of the GoP structure in a
stream, are possible. However, the GoP structure is typi-
cally not changed for the duration of a video.

Video frames are usually fragmented into several IP
packets due to their sizes. The loss of a portion of a frame
due to network packet drops could have a lesser or greater
effect on the decoding process. In the OBS scenario
analysed in this paper, all the packets from a frame are
aggregated into a single burst. Therefore, there are no
partial frame losses, i.e., either the whole frame is lost or
nothing is lost.

The event of not being able to decode a frame affects
other frames that are related by the interdependency of
the GoP structure. The adopted criterion in this paper is
that a frame cannot be decoded if any of the frames it
depends on are non-decodable [14,15]. Because the MPEG
standard does not define a specific encoder/decoder beha-
viour, the adopted criterion presents a worst case scenario.
Better decoding results could be obtained in a real imple-
mentation, but they would have a strong dependency on
the ad hoc techniques used by the specific decoder.

As an example, Fig. 2 (left) shows a G10B2 GoP
structure with a non-decodable P-frame due to network
packet losses. In the right side of the figure, all the frames
that could not be decoded due to that loss are marked with
dashed lines. The loss of a P-frame triggers the impossi-
bility to decode all the following frames in the GoP and the
B-frames previous to it and after another I- or P-frame.
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The FLR is defined as Fl=F , where Fl is the number of lost
frames from a video in the network and F is the reference
total number of frames (see Table 1 for the notation used
in the paper). The FSR is defined as Fnd=F , where Fnd is the
number of frames that could not be decoded due to losses
and inter-frame dependencies. Clearly, FSR≥FLR because
Fnd≥Fl.

CL is the average video playback interruption length or
average cut length, measured in frames. CF is the average
number of cuts per frame. Both CL and CF account for non-
decodable frames due to losses and inter-frame depen-
dencies. Clearly, CL ¼ Fnd=ðF � CF Þ.

FSR, CL and CF are NR quality parameters, as no
information from the original video is needed to compute
their values.

4. Network scenario with one video per burstifier

The scenario in which each burstifier aggregates traffic
from one single video flow was partially studied in [25],
but only suggestions about how to obtain values for FLR,
Table 1
Notation.

Variable Definition

GxBy Regular GoP structure (x: n
GP Number of P-frames in a Go
GB Number of B-frames in a Go
F Total number of frames in a
Fl Number of lost frames from
Fnd Number of non-decoded fra
Tif Inter-frame time
Tout Timer value
Fb Number of frames per burs
b Total number of bursts
bl Number of lost bursts
p Burst loss ratio at the netw
FLR Frame Loss Ratio
FSR Frame Starvation Ratio
CL Average cut length, measur
CF Average number of cuts per

Fbnd½T� Average number of non-dec

Cb½T� Average number of cuts per
N Average number of multiple
P½Fb� Probability that a video con
Fb Average number of frames

Tmin
out

Minimum Tout that satisfies

Tmin,mul
out

Minimum Tout that satisfies

Tout
max Maximum Tout that satisfies

bs Burst size
VR Average bitrate of a video
bmax
s

Maximum burst size
Nmax Maximum number of video

Fig. 2. Example of inter-frame dependence in a GoP.
FSR and CL were provided. In this paper, an algebraic and
systematic method to compute FLR, FSR and CL is
demonstrated.

Optical buffering in the OBS core nodes can be imple-
mented using fibre delay lines, but it is usually non-
existent or scarce. Therefore, burst losses in the core
network will be the result of output port contention that
could not be solved by the core node. In this paper, the
network is modelled as a single element including the
effect of interfering traffic to the video flow using burst
loss ratio p (independent burst losses). This assumption is
common in OBS because the losses in the core network are
less correlated than in a packet switched network due to
its bufferless nature [8].

As the network losses are modelled by an independent
burst loss ratio p, the bursts from different burstifiers do
not interfere with each other. Therefore, without loss of
generality, a network with only one burstifier and one
video can be studied. In the analytical derivation, we
ignore events of more than one loss per GoP as they are
of order p2, where p will be assumed to be small at the
network operating point (less than 10−2 for any useful
network). In the following sections, the validity of this
approximation will be checked.

4.1. Analysis of losses (FLR and FSR derivation)

The burst formation process creates b bursts from a
video stream. bl is the number of lost bursts, Fb ¼ ⌈Tout=Tif ⌉
is the number of frames per burst and Fbnd½Tout � is the
umber of frames in the GoP; y: number of contiguous B-frames)
P: ⌊ðx−1Þ=ðyþ1Þ⌋
P: x−1−GP

video
a video
mes in a video flow

t: ⌈Tout=Tif ⌉

ork

ed in frames
frame
oded frames due to the loss of a burst from a burstifier with timer T

lost burst from a burstifier with timer T
xed video flows
tributes to a burst with Fb frames when N videos are multiplexed
of a video flow inside a burst when N videos are multiplexed
the CF constraint for Traffic Engineering

the CF constraint for Traffic Engineering when videos are multiplexed

the CL constraint for Traffic Engineering (with or without multiplexing)

flows allowed to be multiplexed into a burstifier



Table 2

Average number of frames that cannot be decoded (Fbnd) for different GxBy
GoP structures (the GoP type is in parentheses).

Fb G12B2 (open) G12B10 (closed) G16B7 (open) G16B14 (closed)

1 3.83 2.75 3.25 2.81
2 7.33 4.50 6.37 4.62
3 10.50 6.16 9.37 6.37
4 11.50 7.75 12.25 8.06
5 12.50 9.25 15.00 9.68
6 13.50 10.66 17.62 11.25
7 14.50 12.00 20.12 12.75
8 15.50 13.25 22.50 14.18
9 16.50 14.41 23.50 15.56

10 17.50 15.50 24.50 16.87
11 18.50 16.50 25.50 18.12
12 19.50 17.50 26.50 19.31
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average number of frames that cannot be decoded due to the
loss of a burst containing Fb consecutive frames. Remember
that Tout is the burst formation timer value, Tif is the inter-
frame time, and GxBy is the typical structure of a
regular GoP.

It was shown in [25] that the FLR is the same as the
burst loss ratio p (1). The FSR depends on the FLR, the
inter-frame time Tif, the GoP structure, and the burstifier
timer Tout (2):

FLR¼ Fl
F

¼ blFb
b Fb

¼ bl
b

¼ p ð1Þ

FSR¼ Fnd
F

¼ Fbnd½Tout �bl
bFb

¼ Fbnd½Tout �
Fb

p¼ Fbnd½Tout �
Fb

FLR ð2Þ

Fbnd½Tout � is computed as the average of the Fbnd½j; Tout �
values:

Fbnd½Tout � ¼ 1
x

∑
x

j ¼ 1
Fbnd½j; Tout � ð3Þ

Fbnd½j; Tout � is defined as the number of frames that could
not be decoded when a burst of Fb frames is lost.
j represents the position in the GoP of the first frame in
the dropped burst.

A GoP has only one I-frame, and it is always the first
frame (j¼1), but the position of the P- and B-frames
depends on the type of regular GoP, whether open or
closed, and the transmission order of the frames. There-
fore, the computation of Fbnd½j; Tout � will be different for
open and closed GoPs.

In an open GoP, the last B-frames depend on the
I-frame from the next GoP, as, for example, in G12B2 or
IBBPBBPBBPBB. In a closed GoP, there is no dependence
with frames out of the GoP. A closed GoP ends with a P-
frame, as, for example, in G9B3 or IBBBPBBBP.

A GoP structure such as IBBPBBPBBPBB or IBBBPBBBP is
shown in presentation order, i.e., the order in which the
frames will be shown to the user. However, because
B-frames require the previous and the following I- or
P-frame to be processed, the coding/decoding order will
be different. The coding order will be IbbPBBPBBPBBiBB for
a G12B2 GoP structure, where the frames in lower-case
correspond to frames from the previous or the next GoP,
showing that it is an open GoP. The coding order will be
IPBBBPBBB for a G9B3 GoP structure.

The transmission order usually corresponds to the
coding/decoding order. This ordering decides which
frames are lost when a burst is dropped. In this paper,
the GoP structure will always be considered in coding/
decoding order. Eq. (4) represents the position j of each
frame in a GoP in transmission order for both open (z¼1)
and closed (z¼0) GoPs, where i¼ 0…GP and k¼ 0…y.

j¼ 1þ iðyþ1Þþk−ð1−zÞ y−⌊1− i
GP

⌋ðy−kÞ
 !

:

I-frame if k¼ 0 and i¼ 0
P-frame if k¼ 0 and i40
B-frame if fz¼ 1, k40 and ∀ig

or fz¼ 0, k40 and i40g

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð4Þ
The loss of a burst started by an I-frame (j¼1) will
cause the whole GoP to not be decoded, and in the case of
open GoPs, even the last B-frame block from the previous
GoP will be useless. Eq. (5) provides Fbnd½j¼ 1; Tout � for open
and closed GoPs.

Fbnd½j¼ 1; Tout � ¼ x⌈ Tout

xTif
⌉þzy ð5Þ

The loss of a P-frame makes decoding all the following
frames impossible in the GoP. Thus, the number of frames
that could not be decoded when a P-frame started burst is
lost will depend on which P-frame in the GoP started
the burst.

If the ith P-frame of a GoP is lost, it will always cause
x−iðyþ1Þþy frames to not be decoded. If Tout is large
enough to reach the I-frame from the next GoP, then all
frames from the next GoP will not be decoded.

Eq. (6) provides Fbnd½j; Tout � for the case of a loss started
by a P-frame for open and closed GoPs.

Fbnd½j; Tout � ¼ ⌈ Toutþðj−1ÞTif

xTif
⌉x−ðj−1Þþzy ð6Þ

The loss of a B-frame does not affect any other frames.
As the timer Tout gets larger, more frames will fall inside
the lost burst whose first frame is a B-frame. Eventually, an
I-frame (if the frames are from the last B-frame block) or a
P-frame (otherwise) will be lost too. This scenario will
cause other non-dropped frames to fail to be decoded as
well. For the kth B-frame from a B-frame block, this
scenario happens when Tout4 ðy−kþ1ÞTif .

Eq. (7) provides Fbnd½j; Tout � for the case of a loss started
by a B-frame for open and closed GoPs, where
TP ¼ Tout−ðy−kþ1ÞTif and TI ¼ Toutþðj−1ÞTif−xTif .

Fbnd½j; Tout � ¼

⌈Tout

Tif
⌉ if

Tout

Tif
≤ðy−kþ1Þ

y−kþ1þFbnd
jþð2−zÞy

yþ1
; TP

� �
if

Tout

Tif
4ðy−kþ1Þ

and jox−y

y−kþ1þFbnd½j¼ 1; TI � if
Tout

Tif
4ðy−kþ1Þ

and j4x−y

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð7Þ



Table 3
Average cut length CL, measured in frames, for different GxBy GoP
structures (the GoP type is in parentheses).

Fb G12B2 (open) G12B10 (closed) G16B7 (open) G16B14 (closed)

1 3.83 2.75 3.25 2.81
2 5.50 4.15 5.66 4.35
3 6.30 5.28 7.50 5.66
4 6.90 6.20 8.90 6.78
5 7.50 6.93 10.00 7.75
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Table 2 shows the analytical values of the average
number of frames that cannot be decoded (Fbnd) for
different GxBy GoP structures.

Combining (5)–(7) through (3) and (4), the FSR is
obtained as

FSR¼ x⌈ Tout

xTif
⌉þzyþ ∑

x

j ¼ 2
Fbnd½j; Tout �

 !
FLR
xFb

ð8Þ
6 8.10 7.52 10.84 8.57
7 8.70 8.00 11.50 9.27
8 9.30 8.36 12.00 9.86
9 9.90 8.65 12.53 10.37

10 10.50 8.85 13.06 10.80
11 11.10 9.00 13.60 11.15
12 11.70 9.54 14.13 11.44
4.2. Analysis of video playback interruptions (CL and CF
derivation)

Cb½Tout � is defined as the average number of cuts per lost
burst. Video playback interruptions or cuts must be under-
stood as experienced by the user; therefore, they must be
measured from the presentation order of the videos, not
the transmission order, where the bursty losses take place.
The average number of cuts per frame CF ¼ Cb½Tout �bl=F ,
where bl is the number of lost bursts. The average video
playback interruption length can be expressed (9) as the
ratio of Fbnd½Tout � and Cb½Tout �:

CL ¼
Fnd
F � CF

¼ Fbnd½Tout �bl
F � Cb½Tout �bl=F

¼ Fbnd½Tout �
Cb½Tout �

ð9Þ

Cb½j; Tout � is defined as the number of cuts produced
when a burst of Fb frames is lost, where the first frame in
the burst is the jth frame from the GoP. Cb½Tout � is
computed (10) as the average of Cb½j; Tout �:

Cb½Tout � ¼
1
x

∑
x

j ¼ 1
Cb½j; Tout � ð10Þ

The computation of Cb½j; Tout � could be different for
open and closed GoPs.

The loss of a burst started by an I-frame will cause the
whole GoP to not be decoded, creating a single cut. In the
case of an open GoP, the last B-frames from the previous
GoP will be part of the same single cut when considered in
presentation order.

The loss of a burst that is started by a P-frame makes
decoding all the following frames impossible in the GoP.
Because all these frames are consecutive, both in transmis-
sion and presentation order, only one cut is generated. If
Tout is large enough to reach the I-frame from the next GoP,
then all the frames from the next GoP will not be decoded.
Again, all these frames are consecutive and result in only
one cut.

The loss of a burst started by a B-frame and containing
only B-frames creates only one cut. When the burst
formation timer is large enough to reach an I- or P-frame,
two cuts are generated. This scenario is due to an I- or P-
frame, out of the burst, whose position in presentation
order falls between lost frames. The threshold for this
event is Tout4 ðyþ1−kÞTif , where k is the position of the
first frame in the lost burst relative to the B-frame block.
For example, suppose a B-frame block has two frames
(k¼ 1…2). The first frame of the block (k¼1) needs a timer
Tout greater than twice the Tif to reach the frame outside
the B-frame block, i.e., Tout4ð2þ1−1ÞTif . However, the
second frame in the block only needs a timer Tout greater
than Tif, Tout4 ð2þ1−2ÞTif .

Eq. (11) provides Cb½j; Tout � of a B-frame for open and
closed GoPs.

Cb½j; Tout � ¼
2 if k40 and Tout4ðyþ1−kÞTif and

fopen GoP or fclosed GoP and i40gg
1 otherwise

8><
>:

ð11Þ
Combining (10) and (11), the average number of cuts

per lost burst is obtained (12). The expression is valid for
both open (z¼1) and closed GoPs (z¼0).

Cb½Tout � ¼
1þGPþGB

y ∑
y
k ¼ 1Cb½j¼ 2−zþk; Tout �

x

¼
1þ⌊ x−1

yþ1⌋þ
x−1−⌊ x−1yþ1⌋

y ∑y
k ¼ 1Cb½j¼ 2−zþk; Tout �
x

ð12Þ

Cb½Tout � has a minimum value of 1 when Tout≤Tif , i.e.,
when only one frame is inside each burst.

Cb½Tout � reaches the maximum value of 1þy=x �
⌈ðx−1Þ=ðyþ1Þ⌉ for all Tout4yTif , i.e., when there are at
least yþ1 frames in each burst.

Combining (12) and (3), the average cut length CL (9) is
obtained. Table 3 shows this average cut length, measured
in frames, for different GxBy GoP structures.

The average number of cuts per frame is computed as

CF ¼
Cb½Tout �bl

F
¼ Cb½Tout �bp

bFb
¼ Cb½Tout �

Fb
p ð13Þ

5. Network scenario with a multiplex of videos per
burstifier

As in the previous scenario, a burst loss ratio p at the
network is assumed. Bursts from different burstifiers do
not interfere with each other, so a network with only one
burstifier will be studied without loss of generality.

In this scenario, user video requests from a remote
network are modelled using a Poisson arrival process.
All the flows from the same ingress node that address
the same egress node are aggregated into the same burst
formation buffer with timer Tout. Videos may have



Fig. 3. All videos have Fb or Fb−1 frames inside each burst.
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different inter-frame times Tif and GxBy GoP structures.
The number of frames in a burst depends on the relation-
ship between the Tif of each video and the timer Tout.
For simplicity, we assume that all videos aggregated into
the same burstifier have the same Tif, but the analytical
model could be extended to the case of videos with
different Tif. The average number of multiplexed video
flows will be labelled as N.

Each burst could contain a different number of frames
from each flow it aggregates. The video flow that initiates
the burst formation timer will always aggregate
Fb ¼ ⌈Tout=Tif ⌉ frames. The rest of the flows in the burst
behave as having a timer for the remaining value when its
first frame arrives. The result is that some flows aggregate
Fb frames while others aggregate only Fb−1 frames (see
Fig. 3 as an example). Those flows that aggregate Fb−1
frames could be considered as having an equivalent timer
of Tout−Tif . Because each burst could be initiated by a
different video flow, a video flow will not always aggregate
the same number of frames.

From Section 4, losses and video playback interruptions
can be predicted for a video flow when all the bursts
contain the same number of frames. In this new scenario,
however, for some bursts the video flow will aggregate Fb
of its frames, while for others it will contribute with Fb−1.
To apply the previous results, we require the proportion of
bursts from each type.

P½Fbjk� is the probability that a video flow contributes to
a burst with Fb frames when there are exactly k flows
being aggregated in the burstifier. This event takes place
when the flow's first frame arrives less than Tout−
⌊Tout=Tif ⌋Tif time units from the one that starts the timer.
Assuming a large number of concurrent flows, the time
distance from the timer-starting frame to the arrival of the
first frame from each flow can be approximated using a
uniform distribution in the range ½0,Tif �. Therefore, the
probability of a video flow being below that margin in a
burst is just α¼ Tout=Tif−⌊Tout=Tif ⌋.

Assuming that all the flows have equal probability of
starting the timer, then P½Fbjk� ¼ 1=kþαðk−1Þ=k. This result
takes into account the case when the flow starts the timer
as well as the case when it does not start the timer but its
first frame arrives close enough to the one doing it.

Due to the Poisson arrivals, the probability of k videos
being multiplexed in a burst aggregator is P½k� ¼ e−NNk=k!,
the probability of being in state k of anM=G=∞ system [26]
with an average of N videos multiplexed. Because the
timer only works when there is at least one video flow, the
state probability of interest must be conditioned to the
case of at least one flow in the system, as

P½kjk40� ¼ P½k�
P½k40� ¼

P½k�
∑∞

i ¼ 1P½i�
¼

Nk

k!e
−N

∑∞
i ¼ 1

Ni

i! e
−N
¼ 1
1−e−N

Nk

k!
e−N ¼ 1

eN−1
Nk

k!
ð14Þ

The expression for the probability that a video flow
contributes to a burst with Fb frames P½Fb� is computed as

P½Fb� ¼ ∑
∞

i ¼ 1
ðP½Fb i�P½i i40�Þ

����
¼ ∑

∞

i ¼ 1

1
i
þ i−1

i
α

� �
1

eN−1
Ni

i!

 !

¼ 1
eN−1

∑
∞

i ¼ 1
αþ 1−α

i

� �
Ni

i!

 !

¼ α

eN−1
∑
∞

i ¼ 1

Ni

i!
þ 1−α

eN−1
∑
∞

i ¼ 1

Ni

i!
1
i

¼ α

eN−1
ðeN−1Þþ 1−α

eN−1
ðEiðNÞ−γ−LogðNÞÞ

¼ αþ 1−α
eN−1

ðEiðNÞ−γ−LogðNÞÞ ð15Þ

In (15), EiðNÞ ¼ −
R∞
−Ne

−t=t dt is the Exponential Integral
of N and γ is the Euler–Mascheroni constant [27]. P½Fb�
tends to α as the average number of simultaneous videos
N grows.

Based on this result, the average number of frames
from a flow inside the burst, Fb , is calculated as

Fb ¼ P½Fb�Fbþð1−P½Fb�ÞðFb−1Þ ¼ Fb−1þP½Fb� ð16Þ
In the following subsections, an algebraic and systema-

tic method to compute FLR, FSR, CL and CF for the scenario
with a multiplex of videos per burstifier is demonstrated.

5.1. Analysis of losses (FLR and FSR derivation)

Similar to the one video per burstifier scenario, the FLR
for the scenario with multiplexation is just p.

To obtain the FSR, the number of dropped frames must
be translated into the number of frames that could not be
decoded. The bursts that contain Fb frames from a certain
video will result in Fbnd½Tout �blP½Fb� non-decodable frames.
Those bursts containing Fb−1 frames result in Fbnd
½Tout−Tif �blð1−P½Fb�Þ non-decodable frames. The FSR for
the N average number of multiplexed video flows is finally
computed in (17), where Fbnd½T � can be directly obtained
from (3):

FSR¼ Fnd
F

¼ ðFbnd½Tout �P½Fb�þFbnd½Tout−Tif �P½Fb−1�ÞblN
FbbN

¼ ðFbnd½Tout �P½Fb�þFbnd½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�ÞÞblN
FbbN

¼ Fbnd½Tout �P½Fb�þFbnd½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�Þ
Fb

p

¼ Fbnd½Tout �P½Fb�þFbnd½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�Þ
Fb

FLR ð17Þ

The FSR in this scenario depends on the average
number of multiplexed flows through the P½Fb� term.
As the multiplexing level N is increased, P½Fb� tends to α
and FSR becomes stable.
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5.2. Analysis of video playback interruptions (CL and CF
derivation)

Using the same procedure as for (17), the average video
playback interruption length can be obtained from Fbnd
using (9), where Fbnd½T� and Cb½T � are already solved (i.e., in
(3) and (12)):

CL ¼
Fnd
F � CF

¼ ðFbnd½Tout �P½Fb�þFbnd½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�ÞÞblN
ðCb½Tout �P½Fb�þCb½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�ÞÞblN

¼ Fbnd½Tout �P½Fb�þFbnd½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�Þ
Cb½Tout �P½Fb�þCb½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�Þ

ð18Þ

The average number of cuts per frame for videos in
presentation order is computed as

CF ¼
ðCb½Tout �P½Fb�þCb½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�ÞÞblN

F

¼ ðCb½Tout �P½Fb�þCb½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�ÞÞbpN
FbbN

¼ Cb½Tout �P½Fb�þCb½Tout−Tif �ð1−P½Fb�Þ
Fb

p ð19Þ

The average number of cuts per frame is inversely
proportional to the average number of frames per burst Fb .

6. Validation through simulation

In Sections 4 and 5, we have presented the analytical
models for computing FLR, FSR and CL in a timer-based OBS
network. In this section, we present simulation results that
validate the applicability of the analytical models. We
developed a modified version of our OBS simulator [28].
Statistical results are obtained at 95% confidence level, but
most confidence intervals are too small to be noticed in
the figures. Video traces from [29,30] with same and
different bit-rate, GoP and inter-frame time have been
used: The Lord of the Rings III (LOTRIII), The Matrix, Tokyo
Olympics and Star Wars IV. The results do not exhibit
significant differences and therefore this paper mostly
shows figures with the trace LOTRIII (G12B2 GoP structure,
Tif ¼ 40 ms, average bit rate of 714 kbps at 192 min) and
Star Wars IV (G16B7 GoP structure, Tif ¼ 40 ms, average bit
rate of 3.143 Mbps at 36 min).

The analytical models require that the losses in the OBS
network could be modelled by an independent burst loss
ratio p. First, we assume an environment where the burst
loss ratio is an independent rate p and we validate the
analytical models for one video per burstifier (Section 6.1)
and for a multiplex of videos per burstifier (Section 6.2).
This environment is modelled using a black box network
scenario with an i.i.d. burst loss ratio p. In this environ-
ment, different network scenarios were evaluated using
p¼ ½10−4,10−1� and a minimum of 2 million bursts in the
stationary state. Previous papers have studied the effect of
this range of loss ratios in TCP traffic [31].

Afterwards, a full network topology is used (Section
6.3), where the burst loss ratio is the result of output port
contention on core nodes. In this environment, burst
losses can present correlation and it cannot be asserted
that the analytical models are valid. However, as the
results will show, the analytical models stay accurate for
low to medium load conditions.
6.1. One video per burstifier scenario

Fig. 4 shows the simulation results of the FLR and FSR
versus the timer value Tout (lower x-axis) and the number
of frames per burst (upper x-axis). The x-axis range is large
enough to cover the GoP duration to show the effects of its
structure. The longest timer duration considered in the
figure is 500 ms, still reasonable for live multicasting and
comparable to coding delays. The results show (Fig. 4) that
FLR is equal to the burst loss ratio p and is independent
of the timer value. The FSR tends to FLR as the timer
value grows.

Fig. 5 shows that the estimation of FSR from (8) closely
follows the simulation results. The theoretical result
provides a slight overestimation of the FSR because the
situations with more than one burst loss containing frames
from the same GoP have been ignored. For example, two
lost bursts could contain frames from the same GoP. In this
situation, there is a high probability that some frames
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dropped due to the second loss were the same as some not
decoded due to those frames dropped in the first one.
Therefore, the real FSR will be smaller than the computed
one. However, as the burst loss ratio p becomes smaller,
the probability of more than one loss per GoP becomes
negligible and the FSR estimation becomes more accurate.
Even for high loss rates such as p¼ 10−1, the approxima-
tion looks reasonable.

The results were verified with movie files that use
different GoPs and frame-rates. Fig. 6 shows the FSR for a
movie trace file that uses G12B2 (LOTRIII) and for one that
uses G16B7 (Star Wars IV). The analytical results match
the simulations well in both situations. Fig. 6 shows only
the results for several discrete values of Tout. Because the
determinant factor is the number of frames that fall inside
each burst, all the timer values that result in the same Fb
obtain the same FSR. For a different GoP structure, diffe-
rent FSR values are obtained for the same Fb. The influence
of the GoP structure on the results will be studied in more
detail in Section 7.

Fig. 7 shows the average cut lengths CL, measured in
frames, from the simulations using a trace file with a
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G12B2 structure and computed using (9). The approxima-
tion matches the simulation results better as the burst loss
ratio p becomes smaller. The average duration of the
interruption measured in time units is directly obtained
by multiplying the value from (9) by the inter-frame
time Tif.
6.2. Multiplex of videos per burstifier scenario

The computation of FSR for a video in the multiplexed
scenario (17) is the result of combining the effects of fitting
Fb or Fb−1 frames in a burst. The probability of a video
fitting a certain number of frames in a burst depends on
the distance between the frame that starts the aggregation
process and the first frame from the measured flow
(Fig. 3). It was assumed that this random variable would
follow a uniform distribution if the number of concurrent
flows was large enough.

Fig. 8 shows the experimental cumulative distribution
function (CDF) for this variable in scenarios with a diffe-
rent average number of video flows being multiplexed.
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Because the behaviour is similar for any timer value, only
the simulation results for Tout ¼ 95 ms are presented. As
the average number of video flows grows (N-∞), the CDF
approximates a uniform distribution. Therefore, the multi-
plexing level plays an important role in the validity of the
results for FSR, and better approximations are expected as
the number of concurrent flows grows.

Fig. 9 shows the values of P½Fb� (analytical and simula-
tion) versus the multiplexing level using two different
timer values. As expected, the model gets closer to the
simulation results as the number of concurrent flows
grows. Additionally, as predicted, P½Fb�-α, which only
depends on the timer Tout and the inter-frame arrival
time Tif.

For bursts containing frames from only one video, (3)
provides the relationship between bursty losses in the
network and the proportion of non-decoded frames at the
receiver. Eq. (17) extends the previous result to the general
scenario with Poisson arrivals of video requests and multi-
ple video flows per burstifier.

Fig. 10 shows that the estimation of FSR from (17)
closely follows the simulation results when the average
number of video flows is high enough. As the burst loss
ratio p in the network gets lower, the analytical approx-
imation improves. This effect is reasonable, as (17)
depends on (3), and the latter is only valid for low burst
loss ratios. Even for high loss rates such as p¼ 10−1, the
approximation appears reasonable.

Fig. 11 presents the dependent part of (17), namely
FSR/FLR. The results shown are for timers Tout ¼ 95 ms and
Tout ¼ 115 ms, and no significant deviation has been
observed for other timer values. The solid line represents
the analytical result. As the average number of video flows
grows, the simulation values stabilize. The lower the loss
rate, the closer the analytical result is to the simulated one.

The results were checked with movie files that use
different GoPs and frame-rates. Fig. 12 shows the FSR for a
movie trace file that uses G12B2 (LOTRIII) and for one that
uses G16B7 (Star Wars IV). The analytical results match the
simulations well in both situations.

Fig. 13 shows the average cut lengths, measured in
frames, from the simulations with the LOTRIII trace file and
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computed using (18). As in the case of one video per
burstifier, the approximation matches the simulation
results better as the burst loss ratio p gets smaller.
For large p, there is a higher probability that two losses
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Fig. 14. NSFNet core network with video and interference traffic from all
to all.
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are in the same GoP or adjacent GoPs with the result of a
larger video cut. Only results around p¼ 10−1 are signifi-
cantly separated from analytical ones. As shown before,
the analytical result becomes closer to the simulation
values as the number of multiplexed flows grows due to
the assumptions taken for the analytical derivation. Finally,
the timer value does not significantly influence the quality
of the approximation, as was verified for the scenario of
one video per burstifier.

6.3. NSFNet network scenario

In this subsection, we employ the NSFNet topology
with 14 core nodes (see Fig. 14) to validate the analytical
models over a full network topology. In this network, the
burst loss ratio is the result of output port contention on
core nodes. Therefore, burst losses can present correlation
which invalidates one of the model hypotheses. We intend
to check whether the results still hold.

All the data links between nodes are bidirectional with
12 data wavelengths at 1 Gbps. Each core node has one
edge node that introduces traffic to the network. The edge
nodes generate two types of traffic, namely video traffic
and Internet data traffic.

Each edge node sends a video flow to the other 13 edge
nodes. In an interactive scenario, the users can select a
movie and start a new video flow at any time, although the
movie could be the same, the video flows will not be
synchronized. This is modelled selecting a different ran-
dom starting time between ½0,Tif � and a different random
starting frame for each video.

The Internet data traffic is modelled [32] as a burst
process with an exponential interarrival time distribution
of mean Tout=m and a Gaussian size distribution of mean
Toutμ and variance T2H

outs
2. The traffic from each edge node

is evenly distributed to the other 13 edge nodes. As
suggested in [32], the traffic parameters inferred from
the Bellcore traces are used (coefficient of variation
c2v ¼ s2=μ2 ¼ 0:1 and Hurst parameter H¼0.78) and m
(number of FECs on the edge node) is fixed to 10. The
key parameter of the average burst size, μ, is set to
different values in order to obtain the different load
conditions ρ¼ ½0:2,0:5� at the output port on each edge
node, i.e., each edge node sends on average an Internet
data traffic of ρn12=13n1 Gbps to the other 13 edge nodes.
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Fig. 15 shows the simulation results for the burst loss
ratio p and FLR in the network versus different load
conditions. The results show that FLR is equal to the burst
loss ratio p and that it is independent of the timer value.

Fig. 16 shows that the estimation of FSR from the
analytical model (8) closely follows the simulation results
for the trace Star Wars IV with G16B7 structure.

Fig. 17 shows the average cut lengths CL, measured in
frames, from the simulations using the trace Star Wars IV
with G16B7 structure and those computed using (13).

With these simulation results, we can conclude that the
analytical model for one video per burstifier can be applied
over a full network topology.

In the case of several multiplexed videos per burstifier,
the results in a whole network scenario are similar. The
only difference in the model is based on the uniform
distribution of the arrivals inside a burst, but this phe-
nomenon takes place on the edge of the network and
therefore its validity will not change on a network scale
scenario.

7. Influence of GoP structure on results

Section 6 showed that the analytical equations pre-
sented in Sections 4 and 5 follow the simulation results
well, obtaining better approximations as the burst loss
ratio p becomes smaller. All these equations depend on the
GxBy GoP structure, as observed in Fig. 6. Thus, the
influence of the GxBy GoP structure on the FSR and CL
must be studied in greater detail.

7.1. One video per burstifier scenario

Fig. 18 compares the FSR as obtained from (8) for
different GoP structures. For every GoP structure, as the
timer value Tout grows, more frames fall into each burst;
hence, when a burst is lost, fewer frames outside the GoP
are affected. Therefore, the larger the Tout, the better.
However, this timer increase will result in larger bursts
and larger video playback interruptions.

Fig. 18 shows that when using the same timer value
Tout, better results (lower losses) can be obtained by coding
the movie with the proper GoP structure. For example,
a target FSR quality value of 0.025 (2.5% of frames not
decoded) in a network that drops 1% of the bursts cannot
be achieved with a timer value Tout of 250 ms and a GoP
structure G16B7, but it is obtainable with a G12B2 struc-
ture. It must be noted that the GoP structure can be
changed and the same flow rate can be kept by adjusting
the coding quality.

As shown in Fig. 18, the GoP structure has a non-linear
effect on the FSR. A similar behaviour is observed for CL.
Fig. 19 compares CL as obtained from (9) for different GoP
structures. For any GoP structure, as the timer value Tout
grows, more frames fall into each burst; hence, when a
burst is lost, the video playback interruption lasts longer.
For larger GoP structures, video cuts become longer, even
reaching or surpassing the GoP length. Therefore, the
shorter the GoP, the better. However, this GoP length
reduction will result in larger bit rates because the number
of I-frames will increase.

7.2. Multiplex of videos per burstifier scenario

Fig. 20 presents the analytical quotient of FSR over FLR
for different GoP structures. To facilitate visual inspection,
the values are computed as an increment of the value for
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timer Tout ¼ 82 ms. The figure shows that as the timer
value increases (x-axis), there is a reduction of the FSR of
as much as a 30% with respect to the value at Tout ¼ 82 ms.
However, this improvement is obtained only for some
GxBy GoP structures, e.g., G12B1 or G16B1. For other GoP
structures, e.g., G12B5, this improvement is insignificant.
Therefore, selection of the GoP structure has a strong
impact on performance, measured as the number of
frames that could not be decoded.

Fig. 21 presents, as in Fig. 20, the analytical quotient of
FSR over FLR for different GoP structures, but now, the
absolute values are plotted. Obviously, the figure shows
that as the timer value increases, there is a reduction of
the FSR for some GoP structures. However, the figure
also shows that the FSR/FLR absolute values of each GoP
structure start from different levels. Thus, some GoP
structures may continue to have a worse FSR as the timer
value increases, although they greatly improve it, e.g.,
G16B1. Other GoP structures may improve just enough as
the timer value increases to outperform other GoP struc-
tures. For example, G12B1 outperforms G12B2 for timers
greater than 105 ms, and G16B4 outperforms G16B15 for
timers greater than 117 ms.

Therefore, the selection of the GxBy GoP structure not
only has a strong impact on performance, but it also has
a strong impact on the selection of the timer value Tout for
the aggregation process.
8. Traffic Engineering for the burstification process

From a video provider or a network manager's perspec-
tive, it is necessary to maintain a minimum QoE as the
number of transported flows varies. The aggregation timer
Tout is a network parameter that critically influences the
QoE in an OBS network scenario. The network manager
must decide the timer value for existing and newly
arriving flows to maintain a given QoE. The GoP structure
is an external parameter that also influences the perfor-
mance on losses and cut lengths. We assume that the GoP
structure is imposed due to a video compression quality
objective. However, as stated in Section 7, the GoP struc-
ture could have a serious impact on network performance
results and, if possible, it should also be tuned.

The QoE metric presented in this paper is the set
formed by the number of non-decoded frames (Fnd), the
average cut length (CL) and the total number of cuts. These
three parameters are related, and by establishing two of
them, the value of the third is also set. The best QoE
system parameters for Traffic Engineering will be ones that
do not depend on the video length (measured in time or in
number of frames), so the number of non-decoded frames
and the total number of cuts are not appropriate. The
average number of cuts per frame CF (or per time CF=Tif )
does not present such a problem, and it is directly related
to the total number of cuts via the total number of frames
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in the video. The second QoE system parameter will be the
average cut length CL.

The Traffic Engineering objective will be to determine a
suitable range of timer Tout, for a given GxBy GoP structure
and burst loss ratio p in the network, so that the average
cut length CL is less than or equal to the maximum value δ,
and the average number of cuts per frame CF is less than or
equal to the maximum value β.

Looking at the equations for the scenario of one video
per burstifier, (9) and (13), it can be observed that they do
not depend on the exact value of Tout but on the number of
times that Tout is greater than Tif. Therefore, for any value of
Tout inside each range ðjTif ,ðjþ1ÞTif �, the equations have
the same result, with j being an integer value equal to or
greater than 0. Thus, the problem is reduced to finding the
ranges ðjTif ,ðjþ1ÞTif � where each constraint fails.

Timer values greater than the GoP duration are not
reasonable for live multicasting, so j will be bounded from
0 to x−1. Because any value within each range
ðjTif ,ðjþ1ÞTif � is equally valid, the Traffic Engineering
procedure will use the highest value in the range ðjþ1ÞTif .

The proposed procedure to find the range of timer Tout
for the desired QoE is:

Step 1.
 Try to find the maximum timer value, Tmax

out , that
satisfies the average cut length constraint.
for j¼ x−1 to 0 do
Compute CL½ðjþ1ÞTif � using (9)

if CL½ðjþ1ÞTif �≤δ then
return Tmax
out ¼ ðjþ1ÞTif
end if

end for

print “QoE requirements cannot be met”

return false
Step 2.
 Try to find the minimum timer value, Tmin
out , that satisfies

the average number of cuts per frame constraint and is
smaller than Tout

max
.

for j¼0 to x−1 do

Compute CF ½ðjþ1ÞTif � using (13)

if CF ½ðjþ1ÞTif �≤β then
if jT if≥T
max
out then
print “QoE requirements cannot be met”

return false
else
return Tmin
out ¼ jTif
end if

end if
end for
print “Tmin
out has to be larger than a GoP”
print “QoE requirements cannot be met”

return false
If Tmin
out and Tmax

out can be computed, then the valid range
of timer Tout for the desired QoE is ðTmin

out ,T
max
out �.

In an OBS network, the video flows can be multiplexed
in the same burstifier if they share the same destination
edge node. A newly arriving flow at an OBS ingress node
can be multiplexed in a burstifier if the destination edge
node matches and if the timer being used falls inside the
range ðTmin

out ,T
max
out �. The timer must be chosen carefully in

the first instance so that the QoE requirements of the
videos in the burstifier are met as the number of multi-
plexed videos grows.

Looking at the equations for the scenario with a multi-
plex of videos per burstifier, (18) and (19), it can be
observed that as N grows, the average cut length CL
decreases and the number of cuts per frame CF grows.
Thus, for a given timer Tout that satisfies the QoE require-
ments, as the number of videos in the burstifier grows,
the average cut length continues to comply with the
constraint, but the average number of cuts per frame
constraint fails to be met. This constraint imposes the
minimum timer value of the range Tmin

out . Therefore, the
minimum value of Tout for the multiplexation of video
flows, Tmin,mul

out , has to be computed for the worst case of N,
i.e., for N-∞, if we intend to allow further multiplexation
into this burstifier. The procedure is

Fb ¼ ⌈Tmin
out =Tif ⌉þ1

P½Fb� ¼
Cb½Tmin

out �p−ðFb−1Þβ
ðCb½Tmin

out �−Cb½Tmin
out þTif �Þpþβ

from ð19Þ

α≈P½Fb� from ð15Þ and N-∞

Tmin,mul
out ¼ αTif þð⌊Tmin

out =Tif ⌋þ1ÞTif

Thus, the valid range of timer Tout for the desired QoE
for any level of multiplexation is ½Tmin,mul

out ,Tmax
out �. Selecting

any timer value inside this interval, we ensure that the
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QoE constraints are met even if new flows are multiplexed
into this buffer.

As more video flows are aggregated in the same
burstifier, the average size of the bursts, bs ¼NFbTif VR,
grows, where VR is the average bitrate from the videos. As
the burst size grows, more high speed electronic memory
is needed, increasing the hardware costs. We assume that
the amount of electronic memory available is bounded to
limit these hardware costs, so a maximum burst size, bmax

s ,
has to be imposed to more efficiently exploit this memory.
Then, the number of multiplexed video flows has an upper
limit Nmax:

Nmax ¼ ⌊ bmax
s

FbTif VR
⌋¼ ⌊ bmax

s

ðFb−1þP½Fb�ÞTif VR
⌋ ð20Þ

The maximum number of video flows allowed to be
multiplexed on a burstifier is inversely proportional to the
selected timer Tout. If a Tout near the Tmin,mul

out is selected,
more videos will be multiplexed than if a Tout near the Tout

max

is selected. Therefore, more videos will be affected by the
loss of a burst generated with a Tout near the Tmin,mul

out .
When a new video arrives, it is possible that more than

one burstifier will be valid for it, i.e., more than one
burstifier can have a Tout inside the ½Tmin,mul

out ,Tmax
out � range

for the new video and can have less than Nmax videos
multiplexed. The new video should be multiplexed in the
burstifier with less videos, so the burst sizes and the
number of videos affected by a burst loss remain balanced
between burstifiers.

In summary, when a new video arrives, the complete
Traffic Engineering procedure is:
Step (a)
 Compute the valid timer range ½Tmin,mul
out ,Tmax

out � for
the desired QoE level for any multiplexation level.
Step (b)
 Look for and select the burstifier with:
� the same destination;
� timer Tout inside that range;
� less than Nmax number of videos in it.
Step (c)
 If there is more than one burstifier, select the one
with less videos multiplexed.
Step (d)
 If there is none, make a new burstifier with a
timer Tout inside the range ½Tmin,mul

out ,Tmax
out �. If large

multiplexation is wanted, select a timer Tout near
Tmin,mul
out ; if not, select one near Tout

max
.

9. Conclusions

This paper has shown how to analytically compute the
losses (Frame Loss Ratio and Frame Starvation Ratio) and
video playback interruptions (average cut length and
average number of cuts per frame) for the case of a
network in which losses take place in bursts, as in the
case of an OBS network. The results are sufficiently general
to apply to any other technology with bursty losses (e.g.,
some DVB-H networks) or any technology that aggregates
traffic into larger packets (e.g., some Optical Packet
Switching architectures).

The analytical results were verified against simulations
for different GoP structures, timers and number of video
flows multiplexed in the same burstifier. A strong depen-
dency between the video GoP structure and the timer
value in the traffic aggregation process was revealed.

A Traffic Engineering methodology for the burstifica-
tion process was presented. This methodology allows the
network designer to select the timer value to maintain a
given QoE level when a video flow arrives. The process
takes into account whether the video can be multiplexed
on a burstifier with other videos or if a new burstifier is
needed.
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